


About Omnipresent Media

Founded by an outstanding international team of creatives, Omnipresent Media is a 
multi-channeled entertainment & educational television network, where our motto is, 
‘entertainment made consciously’.

On our network you can experience brand new films, entertainment series, documentaries and 
more, all of which have been created by emerging artists, writers, actors, thought and youth 
leaders alongside our channel identity. 

Our network also provides ancient indigenous knowledge, wisdom and spiritual expansion 
incorporated into modern day learning techniques. 
With leaders such as Chief Arvol Looking Horse and more, the aim is to introduce this knowledge 
to the next generation, as well as the world at large. 

We have also initiated a funding opportunity aimed at helping creatives who have been affected 
by the Coronavirus pandemic, to achieve their productions which will be aired on our network. 



Channels
Omnipresent Media

Experience brand new films, entertainment 
series, documentaries and more, all of 
which have been created by emerging 
artists, writers, actors, thought and youth 
leaders alongside our channel identity of 
creating ‘Conscious Entertainment’. 

Social Emotional Learning
(SEL)

A platform for SEL teachers to teach 
techniques and implementation of SEL 
methodologies. (Panels, LIVE Q&A, 
Lectures etc.) Also provides ancient 
indigenous knowledge, wisdom and 
spiritual expansion incorporated into 
modern day learning techniques. 
With leaders such as Chief Arvol Looking 
Horse, Heidi Little and more, the aim is to 
introduce this knowledge to the next 
generation, as well as the world at large. 



Channels

International Children’s
World

Programming 
entertainment and 
educational content for 
children, youth and their 
parents which supports 
empowerment. Includes 
panels from some of the 
leading youth 
ambassadors across the 
world, 

WE the World

Various panel discussions 
with world leaders, activists 
and public figures 
discussing world issues 
and how to create a better 
world by uniting together.

Omni Music

A platform for artists and 
performers to showcase 
their content from across 
the globe. Featuring shows 
with an homage to ‘Video 
Hits’ and ‘Top of the Pops’.



Omnipresent Media 

How To Save The World with 
Chief Looking Horse

Healing, heartwarming, peaceful and 
kind. Enjoy Chief Looking Horse, the 19th 
Generation, White Buffalo Calf Woman 
Bundle Carrier, who is Chief of the 
Sioux/Lakota, as he shares ultimate 
wisdom, sheer beauty and connection 
about how to ‘Save the Planet’. 
Interviewed by 25 year youth 
empowerment and Social Emotional 
Learning educator, and International 
Children’s Month Director, Heidi Little. 



Omnipresent 

EnEyeCee Live 2020
EnEyeCee is an up and coming artist 
from the UK signed to SONY AMG. 
Watch his first televised live set, filmed 
in Fiction studios London, featuring his 
debut single ‘Save the Planet’, as well as 
previewing part of his show due to tour 
the usa in 2021. 

Omnipresent Media  



International Children’s World

Peace with Pakistan’s Youth 
Ambassadors
Peace seems so hard to achieve at the 
moment, but this panel of optimistic, peace 
activists from Pakistan will bring fresh breath, 
insight and wind to your wings, as they share 
important contributions and energy to 
support the peace movement. Interviewed by 
25 year youth empowerment and Social 
Emotional Learning educator, and 
International Children’s Month Director and 
Musician, Heidi Little



International Children’s World 
Series
In this reality TV show/panel, meet the people behind 
the Youth Activist movement, who donate their lives to 
uplift and empower ‘Children across the planet in love, 
care and respect.” With a JUNE dedication and a free 
365 day a year, thematic, activity platform for all. 

Youth Ambassadors 
The Youth have risen!  
“And the children shall lead the way.” This is Youth 
Ambassadors for a day of youth in action. Join Zero Hour’s 
Jamie Margolin, TikTok sensation IAMKi, Nigeria’s spoken word 
sensation, Abba Ali Yarima Mustapha, and Pakistans Talk Show 
Host Youth icon Raheen Fatima, in an all star cast for 
empowerment, love, care and respect for all the children of 
earth. Hosted by 25 year youth empowerment, Social Emotional 
Learning educator, International Children’s Month Director, and 
award winning musician, Heidi Little



WE The World
Welcome to The WE Show
This series, created by the WE campaign, 
will be tackling all the issues we face, from 
racism to deforestation, It’s a movement!
The first series entitled ‘11 Days of Global 
Unity’ will feature some of the worlds most 
inspiring people, such as Desmond Tutu, 
Deepak Chopra, Dr Jane Goodall to name a 
few, all hosted by the director of WE,the 
world Rick Ulfik. 
Consciously moving from an “I to a WE’ 
society, the WE Series showcases the 
International group of visionaries, as they 
relentlessly, actively pursue a “World That 
Works for All”. 



Social Emotional Learning
SEL in Action

The first in the Social Emotional Learning series, 
built upon the sharings of Deepak Chopra, join 
Heidi Little, M.ED and 25 year Social Emotional 
International Educator, in self love and 
exploration. 
It is said that our DNA holds the ancestral 
blueprint from our families initial introduction to 
Colonialism. Assigned either a perpetrator or 
victim role, this mini embodiment activity guides 
the viewer in freeing themselves from any past 
blocks or abuses, restoring love, peace, and joy. 
More classes are available on The Center for 
Advancement in Social Emotional Learning. All 
Rights Reserved, Heidi Little SEL Advancements, 
2020/2021



Coming Soon

Can You Sustain The Fashion?
Can you sustain the fashion is the world’s first sustainable 
fashion competition show, bringing young designers from all 
over the world to compete to have their designs won by 
major artists in the music industry. This competition will be 
preceded by an 8 part docu-entertainment series of the 
same name, hosted by EnEyeCee and his fashion team ‘The 
House of de Silva’, they will be transforming the opinions of 
members of the public on sustainable fashion, and 
showcasing the amazing world of eco-conscious clothing.



Coming Soon

Omni Music Hits
An homage to ‘Video Hits’ and ‘Top of the Pops’ Join Heidi Little and EnEyeCee as they showcase the 
hottest music hits on Earth, in their monthly chart show. 
Lockdown Fitness
Born from the Lockdown in the UK, join Francesca Maria PT and Master Your Body as they keep you 
motivated with their immense variety of home workouts and healthy, delicious cooking tips. 
Global Kitchen Cooking
Come on board with Celon and enjoy watching and following his entertaining worldly cooking show, 
being you flavoursome recipes right to your homes, definitely competition for Nigella!



Omnipresent Media is available on:

We have custom made packages for conscious advertisers and sponsors.For investment, project, advertising and 
sponsorship opportunities contact:

Heidi Little Network Director/President Omnipresent Media, LLC omnipresentmediallc@gmail.com 

         EnEyeCee Chief Creative Programmer Omnipresent Media, LLC nic.chiappetta@gmail.com 
                      Global Website www.omnitv.org Global Publishing Partners AMG Global Inc.

                  All sync and licensing in house. All Rights Reserved Omnipresent Media, LLC 2020. 
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